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About This Game

You are stuck in a godforsaken spaceship for some reason. The way out seems "too damn long to walk" in technical jargon.
Your fortune, however, seems perfectly balanced. On one hand' you come by a jetpack that has not have all the life squeezed

out of it. On the other, when you start there are no breaks. You smash into something face-first you are going to... not die? Also,
there are lasers which is nice.

Icarus - Prima Regula is an infinite runner type game in which player flies through procedurally generated spaceship corridors
with a jetpack. Avoid obstacles, purchase upgrades and go as far as you can in this simple but fast paced flight experience. What

brought you to this spaceship and why it did exactly that, are yet to be discovered. Yet, something or someone is trying to
prevent your escape but keep you flying.
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Unpoptimised pieace of♥♥♥♥♥♥ but fun.. Really awesome game!. Funny bright and beautifully designed game about
comparing two pictures for differences, this time space theme is on: every difference gets the achievement - easy to make it a
perfect game.. Like many early virtual pinball tables, Worms Pinball showed promise. All the classic pinball elements which
you'd expect are there. An interesting table layout, a couple of multiballs, various modes with different objectives, nice ramp
and orbit shots. Unfortunately, pinball emulation in 1998 was just not that sophisticated and that is ultimately what lets Worms
Pinball down. The flippers are slow to respond, the physics are totally inaccurate and the visuals are just not very pretty. It's a
shame because the theme is executed perfectly and if it were a real table it would be a blast to play. The callouts and sounds are
great, the dot matrix animations are well done and the playfield design is cool. Disappointingly, that doesn't make up for the
poor pinball simulation, which is what a game with pinball in the title should really be about.

P.S. Stern, please make this game.. What else needs to be said about a puzzle game that is so free formed? Don't change a thing
about this one. If you want to kill some time while using your brain, this game is for you.. I've always wondered why there's a
distinct lack of WW1 games; aside from people not liking the static warfare. But I do enjoy entrenching and watching the
enemy tear themselves apart trying to get through. This is an awesome conversion and I can't wait to see new factions added in
with (hopefully) unique twists on their playstyle. I'd recommend anyone who enjoys CoH to give this a shot - its great and its
free.. This games great. this...... is the greatest game in EXISTANCE, i was shoook sis.
the visuals... AMAZING
the story... PHENOMINAL
while Welcome to Chichester 1 was about a 10\/10 at most, Part 2 is 200000000>10
it is the most beautiful game with the most involved characters and the most emotional cliff hangers
playing the game with friends raises the immersion levels tenfold
will definetly be coming back for Part 3
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stole my money :(. In the first game, it was a normal fight

In the Seccond game, it was facing horrifically overpowered units with tank specs dwarfing any in the first game fight

And now they have struck at our heart.

 There is no crate farming

 There is no grinding for OP units

However will we survive now?. Bad port of a mobile game that is free. Don't bother.. The best way to spend one dollar,
ever.. sick art game with better gameplay than most game games. I am conflicted about this game. I played to
completion (12 hours), but I'm not really sure I reccomend it.

Pros:
The story grabbed my interest and wouldn't let go

The magic system is interesting, but could use some flushing out

Music is good, but nothing terribly special

Cons:
The writing isn't very good, the lines often feel like a middle-school drama performance

The battle system more-or-less devolves into "keep CC layered on the enemy until it dies"

The world map and UI are both pretty difficult to navigate

the game switches back-and-forth between 2 parties, but all your gear (including most of your spellcasting ability) stays
equipped to the other party and is unrecoverable. certain areas become nearly impossible if you left the wrong magics
equipped to the other party

Overall I didn't hate it, but there's a *long* list of JRPGs I'd suggest you play first, and only go after this one if you've
exhausted that list. Its touhouuuuuuuu. I really liked all those puzzles. They're pretty cute. Easy achievements too ^^. I
played this game till the end, and I liked it. If you like old style JRPG you'll love it.

First Update on Icarus:
First update is submitted! We made some quality of life changes, added new obstacles and tweaked some mechanics.
Here they are:
•Resource gained and score are distinguished
•Minor revisions to upgrade store interface
•Upgrade store prices are updated.
•Music now starts randomly
•New obstacles and obstacle sets are added
•Min to max speed times are decreased
•Rocket bonus does not shoot and frizzle down when there is no valid targets
•A truck load of performance improvements
•Minor bug fixes
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